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Crafts in the temple: 
the Ptolemaic inlay workshop in the Soknebtynis sanctuary

Introduction

The economic role of temples in Graeco-Roman Egypt has been stressed 
on various occasions. In fact, they constituted key points of the local administra-
tive system and did not only cover religious functions. The main sanctuaries 
consisted in the temple building, home of the god, which contained his living 
 !"#$%&'(%&%) *+ )%,-%.,'' ./ ( paraphernalia. Warehouses, workshops and 
shrines inside the temenos, but also accommodations for the pilgrims, certain 
shops and workshops in the city and several hectares of cultivated land in the 
surrounding countryside were all part of the temple properties1. The sanctuary 
of Tebtynis, for example, possessed a wealth of little more than 3000 acres in 
farmland between the II and I century BC2.

Among the economic activities of the temples, in addition to the reve-
nues derived from agriculture and processing of vegetal resources (for the 
production of oil, bread and beer, linen, papyrus etc.), textual sources docu-
0 '/%1*  (+'"$%/2 %0,',3,4#%,'%)3 .+5.%/*&')3,*/%*,6/ )%,*%5)2+'"%)3,/)$%/&7%

collection, prostitution and religious activities, including divination and medi-
.&4%3*&./+. )$%0600+5.&/+,'$%,*"&'+8&/+,'%,-%-6' *&4%. * 0,'+ )%&'(%(&+4#% 
rituals for the dead. Moreover, priests were sometimes asked to draft or  
translate private contracts for their ability to read and write3.

From an archaeological point of view, production facilities and warehouses 
inside the temples are often poorly visible, because they were mainly built of 
mudbricks, and therefore are more exposed to post-depositional processes. 

1 W. 9:;<=>>?,  !"#$%&'()*+#,*-(&'.(/0%*-$-1(20&*34564+&', «74+#&'%4'($4(8'3%*'$(
 !"#$», edited by A. B. @:A=B, Oxford 2010, pp. 274-290. doi: 10.1002/9781444320053.ch15.

2 D. 9<;CDA<B, 9*0:*4-%0%-1(8'( !"#$%&'(;%,,&!*(%'($<*(/$4,*+&%3(/*0%4., Cambridge 1971.
3 A. J. 9AEEA<, )*+#,*-(&-( 34'4+%3(8!*'$-(%'( &0,"(64+&'( !"#$1($<*(3&-*(4=()*>5

$?'%-(&'.(@4:'4#&%4?(A*-4-, unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Cincinnati 2014.
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Some interesting data, however, come from depictions decorating the walls 
,-%*,#&4%,!.+&4)F%/,01)%(6*+'"%/2 %G H%I+'"(,04. The burial of A*=*00*'#*$ 
(TT178) is particularly noteworthy in this regard, because it bears the repre-
sentations of the workshops located within the temple of Amon in Karnak at 
the time of Ramesses II. On the northern wall of room B, several artisans are 
working on gilding a wooden statue, drilling stone beads, processing gold and 
producing metal (possibly bronze) vessels. The activities seem to be carried 
out within the same space, whose access is controlled by an armed guard.

In this context, the possibility of locating the workshops unearthed by the 
Italian Archaeological Mission in Egypt at the site of Tebtynis (years 1930-
1936), thanks to the study of an extraordinary archival documentation pre-
served both in Italy and in Canada (cf.( %'=0&J$%,K *)%/2 %.2&'. %/,%,1/&+'%&%
preliminary topographic and typological overview of the annexes of the tem-
ples during the Graeco-Roman period.

The following sections aim to investigate, by way of example, that «labo-
ratorio di smalti colorati tolemaici» (workshop of colored Ptolemaic enamels) 
which is described by Carlo Anti as the source of some of the most relevant 
«oggetti d’arte» (art objects) discovered during his excavations in Tebtynis5.

C. B.

Carlo Anti and Tebtynis

Tebtynis, the modern Umm el Breighat, was an agricultural and religious 
center, located on the south side of the Fayum oasis. It was probably founded 
(6*+'"% /2 %L+((4 %I+'"(,0$% &)% (,.60 '/ (% 1#% /2 % 5'(+'")% .,0+'"% -*,0%

/2 %' .*,3,4+)$%16/%+/%M,6*+)2 (%(6*+'"%/2 %N*& .,OP,0&'% *&%H2 '%/2 %"* &/%

temple dedicated to the god Soknebtynis was built and part of the town plan-
ning was set. The site maintained its importance in the Byzantine period and 
was abandoned only under the Arab presence in Egypt in XI century AD6.

4 JQ%L;>RS?:T?<O@AA<TS>. B*-(&3$%C%$D-(&0$%-&'&,*-(.&'-( ,*-(&''*E*-(.*-( $*+#,*-1( ,&(
#04.?3$%4'(*$(,*(-$43:&!*(.&'-(,*-($*+#,*-(+D+40%&?E(.?(A4?C*,( +#%0*, «F!"#$*G(8=0%H?*(
I(J0%*'$U$%9 '/* %V&6.46)+ '%(FW"#3/,4,"+ %XYYZ$%33Q%[\O]^Q

5 C. _E`T, 2,%(-3&C%(.*,,&(+%--%4'*(&03<*4,4!%3&(%$&,%&'&(&(K++(*,(L0*%!<&$(M)*>$?'%-N, 
«Aegyptus» XI (1931), pp. 389-391.

6%9Q%N;::;aaT$%O4?%,,*-(&'3%*''*-( *$('4?C*,,*-( -?0( ,*( -%$*(.*()*>$"'%-, «BIFAO» 89 
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b/%+)%',/%c',H'% 7&./4#%H2 '%/2 %)+/ %H&)%5*)/%(+).,d * (e%/2 %&* &%H&)%

mentioned by Giovanni Battista Belzoni in 1819 and then excavated by Ber-
nard Pyne Grenfell and Arthur Surridge Hunt in 1899 and in 1904 by Otto 
Rubensohn7.

Carlo Anti (Villafranca di Verona, 1889 – Padova, 1961), director of the 
Missione Archeologica Italiana in Egitto since 1928, arrived there in 1929 
when Evaristo Breccia had been instructed to carry out excavations in Teb-
tynis to search for papyri for the Istituto Papirologico Fiorentino, under  
Girolamo Vitelli’s supervision8. He visited the site with Breccia and together 
with him, he decided to cooperate with the Istituto to investigate the original 
town planning, study the structures discovered during the excavations and 
reconstruct the life and histories of its inhabitants through the analysis of the 
3&3#*+%&'(%/2 %&*/ -&./)%* /*&. (%1#%/2 %&*.2& ,4,"+.&4%/ &0%,'%/2 %5 4(9.

«La scelta come cantiere di lavoro del :P+ di Umm el Breighât (= la 
madre dei borghi), l’antica Tebtunis, poco a sud di Tatun, che ne conserva 
ancora il corretto nome, è presto spiegata. È uno dei rarissimi [:P+] nei quali 
si possa sperare di fare ancora qualche cosa, come giustissimamente aveva vi-
)/,%fd&*+)/,%g* ..+&$%3*,3,' '(,' %5'%(&4%hiXZ%4,%).&d,%&44&%j,.+ /k%+/&4+&'&%

dei papiri. Infatti le rovine che furono scavate in passato sono abbastanza ben 

(1989), pp. 179-191; P. l;mA:T, BQ&03<*4,4!%&(?0>&'&('*,(O&"?+(.%(*$R(*,,*'%-$%3&(04+&'&, 
Napoli 1998, pp.%h\iOXhXn%9Q%N;::;aaT$%)*>$"'%-(ST(B&(0*#0%-*(.*-(=4?%,,*-(*$(,*(H?&0$%*0(.*(
,&(3<&#*,,*(.QS-%-5)<*0+4?$<%-, Le Caire 2000.

7%NQ%gQ%g?:aAET, ;%&!!%(%'( !%$$4(*(A?>%&(34'$*'*'$%(%,(0&334'$4(.*,,*(0%3*03<*(*(-345
#*0$*(&03<*4,4!%3<*(=&$$*('*,,*(#%0&+%.%G('*%($*+#,%G('*,,*(04C%'*(*('*,,*($4+>*(.%(H?*-$%(#&*-%(
-*!?%$%(.&(?'(&,$04(C%&!!%4(,?'!4(,&(34-$&(.*,(U&0(64--4(*(&,,QJ&-%(.%(2%4C*(8++4'*, Milano 
1825; gQ%oQ%N<?ED?::%O%_Q%jQ%pSE ,̀ )<*()*>$?'%-(/&#"0%, London 1902; gQ%oQ%N<?ED?::%O%_Q%

jQ pSE ,̀ )<*()*>$?'%-(/&#"0%T(/&0$(SSG(London 1903; gQ%oQ%N<?ED?::%O%_Q%jQ%pSE $̀%)<*()*>5
$?'%-(/&#"0%T(/&0$(SSSG(London 1933; qQ%PSr?E>AsE$%8?-(!0%*3<%-3<50V+%-3<*'(WX?-*0'(.*-
O&"?+, «JDAI» 1905, pp. 1-25.

8 G. g;>`T;ETET, /&#%0%(>*,,%(*(+*'4(>*,,%, «Studi Egittologici in Veneto» edited by P. 
t;EAm?::A - _Q%u;>>TE;% O  E. M. 9T;vwTET, Padova 2014, pp. 51-58; G. g;>`T;ETET - G. 
l?A``A, 7&0,4(8'$%(*(;%$*,,%, «8'$%3<%$R( !%Y%*(*(S$&,%&T(8$$%(.*,(SSS(74'C*!'4(.%( !%$$4,4!%&(
M;*'*Y%&(Z[5Z\(-*$$*+>0*(]^Z]N», edited by P. t;EAm?::A - E. M. 9T;vwTET, Venezia 2014, 
pp. 47- 51.

9 C. _E`T, K'(*-*+#%4(.%(-%-$*+&Y%4'*(?0>&'%-$%3&(.*,(SSS(-*34,4(&T7., «Architettura e 
Arti decorative», X, 3 (1930), pp. 97-107; A. L?E?x;aaT, 2,%(-3&C%(_8'$%`(&()*>$"'%-1(+*$45
.4,4!%&(*(#0&--%(.%(?'&(0%3*03&(&03<*4,4!%3&('*!,%(&''%(ab^, «Studi Egittologici in Veneto», 
edited by P. t;EAm?::A%O%_Q%u;>>TE;%O%fQ%LQ%9T;vwTET$ Padova 2014, pp. 31-40.
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conservate, solo in qualche punto ridotte allo stato di sconvolgimento totale 
che caratterizza l’opera dei -*>>&:<c'(…»  (IVSLA, Anti’s archive, folder 7, 
dossier 3, n. 4). 

He conducted the researches on the site from 1930 to 1936, even if he was 
3* ) '/%,'4#%(6*+'"%/2 %5*)/%/2*  %,-%/2 %) d '%.&03&+"')Q%u,44,H+'"%2+)% 4 .-
tion as Rector of the University of Padova in 1932, he entrusted his assistant 
N+41 */%g&"'&'+%H+/2%/2 %5 4(%,3 *&/+,')10.

Anti and Bagnani devoted great attention to the collection and storage of 
the archaeological data relevant to their excavations, so it is possible working 
on both their archives in Italy and Canada to reconstruct the discovery of the 
d&*+,6)%5'(+'")$%)6.2%&)%2 * %3* ) '/ (%-,*%/2 %d+/* ,6)%0&/ *+&4)%-*,0%/2 %

workshop11.
P. Z.

 !"#$%&!$"'(')*&$(#&'+,"-,#$+.#*,/#0+.*+)/#,!%'1)!#2+,*3/#"-&$4$,*'+/

In Anti’s archive, recently rediscovered and studied, are well preserved 
his journals, notes, letters, maps, photographs of the years from 1928 to 1936, 
dedicated to the excavations in Egypt12. 

Those papers were assembled by Anti himself, then reordered during and 
&-/ *%2+)%4+- %&'(%5'&44#%)34+/%&-/ *%2+)%( &/2%&0,'")/%/2*  %(+K * '/%4,.&/+,')e%

some notes and most part of the maps and photographs are now well main-
tained in the Museo di Scienze Archeologiche e d’Arte of the University of 
Padova (MSA), while journals, notes and letters are preserved in the Istituto 

10 C. N;::;aaT, 7&0,4(8'$%(&()*>$"'%-1(%,(,&C404(-C4,$4(*(,*(#04-#*$$%C*(&#*0$*, «7&0,4(
8'$%T(2%40'&$*(.%(-$?.%4('*,(3*'$*'&0%4(.*,,&('&-3%$&»G(Atti del convegno svolto a Verona-Pa-
dova-Venezia, Trieste 1992, pp. 129-148.

11 The analysis of Anti and Bagnani’s archives is part of a joint project between the 
University of Padova (Italy) and the Trent University (Canada). See: oQ%t;EAm?::A%O%_Q%L?-
E?x;aaT%O%9Q%y<r;ET%O%bQ%g?xx%O%NQ%l?A``A, B43&$%4'(4=($<*(d*#4-%$(4=(/&#"0%(=04+($<*()*+5
#,*(B%>0&0"(&$()*>$?'%-(S.*'$%e*., Arce 65th Annual Meeting (Portland, USA), «Bollettino 
dell’Istituto Veneto di Scienze Lettere ed Arti», Tomo CLXXIII (2014-2015), pp. 213-222.

12 G. l?A``A,(BQK'%C*0-%$R(.%(/&.4C&(%'( !%$$4T(8'&,%-%(*(0%34-$0?Y%4'*(.*,,4(-3&C4(&(
)*>$"'%-(&$$0&C*0-4(,&(.43?+*'$&Y%4'*(%'*.%$&, unpublished PhD dissertation, University of 
Padova 2015.
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Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti (IVSLA) in Venice13. A third section of the 
archive, not directly referring to Tebtynis or to Egypt, was donated by Clelia, 
Anti’s wife, to the Museo Civico agli Eremitani in Padua14.

Through the interpretation of the notes left by Anti and their comparison 
with the images and maps present in the archive, it is now possible to retrace 
many references related to the glasses found in 1931 in the area of the te5
menos of the temple Soknebtynis15. 

This year was the best documented among the seven campaigns, since 
notes on the excavations, lists of objects requested for the #&0$&!*G a great 
map of the temenos of the temple and a large number of photographs together 
H+/2%&%.+' 0&/,"*&32+.%540%* &4+8 (%1#%/2 %b)/+/6/,%@6. %H * %+'.46( (%1#%

Anti himself in the archive16. 
In these documents, the Director of the Mission reported the discovery of 

the workshop. Following Anti’s reports, it was located in a structure, identi-
5 (%1#%2+0%H+/2%/2 %'601 *%h\%+'%/2 %"* &/%0&3%,-%/2 %/ 034 $%) /%+'%/2 %H )/%

)+( %,-%/2 %5*)/%.,6*/%,-%/2 %temenos (Figg. 1-2). 
z@F (+5.+,%h\%2&%&d6/,%6'&%d+/&%&))&+%46'"&% %d&*+&Q%b4%'6.4 ,%,*+"+'&4 $%

in mattoni neri di 0,20x0,40x0,12, era a due vani principali con una porta lar-
ghissima ad est e una porta minore a sud. In un secondo momento, con mat-
toni da 17x34x12, la porta est fu ristretta con l’inserzione di due nuovi grossi 
stipiti e la porta sud fu chiusa. In quest’epoca i locali 17 D e 17 E servivano 
di laboratorio per smalti colorati come è provato dal materiale rinvenutovi e 

13 oQ%t;EAm?::A%O%NQ%l?A``A, 7&0,4(8'$%(&()*>$"'%-, «7&$&,4!4(.*,,&(U4-$0&( !%$$4(
%'(;*'*$4», edited by PQ%t;EAm?::A%O%fQ%LQ%9T;vwTET, Padova 2013, pp. 39-48; C. y<r;ET, 
7&0,4(8'$%(*(,QS-$%$?$4(;*'*$4, «8'$%3<%$R(*!%Y%*(*(S$&,%&T(/04-#*$$%C*(.%(0%3*03&(*(%'.&!%'%(-?,(
3&+#4T(8$$%(.*,(SSS(74'C*!'4(A&Y%4'&,*(;*'*$4(.%( !%$$4,4!%&T(6%3*03<*(-?,,Q&'$%34( !%$$4(%'(
S$&,%&», edited by fQ%LQ%9T;vwTET%O%oQ%t;EAm?::A, Venezia 2014, 155-159.

14 G. t;vwT?<T, d%&0%(*.(&,$0%(-30%$$%(.%(7&0,4(8'$%G(C4,,T(S5SS, Verona 2009; G. t;vwT?<T, 
S(.%&0%(.%(7&0,4(8'$%G(0*$$40*(.*,,QK'%C*0-%$R(.%(/&.4C&(*(.%0*$$40*(!*'*0&,*(.*,,*(&0$%(.*,,&(
6*#?>>,%3&(@43%&,*(S$&,%&'&, Verona 2011.

15 oQ%t;EAm?::A% O%NQ%l?A``A$ BQ&03<%C%4(8'$%( *( %( 0*#*0$%( .&( )*>$"'%-( &,,QK'%C*0-%$R(
.%(/&.4C&, «Studi Egittologici in Veneto», a cura di oQ%t;EAm?::A% O%_Q% u;>>TE;% O%fQ%LQ% 
9T;vwTET, Padova 2014, pp. 67-86.

16 _E`T, K'(*-*+#%4(.%(-%-$*+&Y%4'* cit.; C. _E`T, 2,%(-3&C%(.*,,&(U%--%4'*(803<*4,45
!%3&( S$&,%&'&( &(K++( *,( L0*%!<â$( M)*>$?'%-N, «Bollettino dell’Associazione Internazionale 
degli Studi Mediterranei», II (1931), pp. 23-24, C. _E`T, 803<*4,4!%&(.QJ,$0*+&0*(S;, Cam5
#&!'&(ZfbZ, «Atti del Regio Istituto di Scienze Lettere ed Arti», Tomo XCI, 2 (1931-1932),  
pp. 1171-1172.
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dal fornello esistente in 17 E. Finalmente in una terza fase fu rialzato il pavi-
mento di 17 D, 17 E seppellendo il materiale del laboratorio e 17 B-C venne 
trasformato in un .*%#'*$*0%4' identico per tipo a quelli del dromos anche se 
di maggior lusso» (IVSLA, Anti’s archive, folder 6, dossier 2, n. 16).

j,0 %3+./6* )$%/&c '%1#%_'/+F)%/ &0%+'%/2 %5 4($%&44,H%6)%/,%)  %/2 %16+4(+'"%

just after the excavations (Figg. 3-4) and to recognize the front of a little oven 
(Fig. 5), connected by Anti’s interpretation with the workshop itself 

17.
_'/+F)%+( '/+5.&/+,'%,-%/2 %)/*6./6* %h\%&)%&%"4&))%H,*c)2,3%H&)%1&) (%,'%

the discovery of the tools used for the production and processing of raw mate-
*+&4)$%&'(%/,%/2 %4,.&/+,'%,-%)4&")%&'(%5'+)2 (%3*,(6./)$%)6.2%&)%&%1,7% '/+* 4#%

( .,*&/ (%H+/2%"4&))%5"6* )%,-%",()%&'(%( .,*&/+d %0,/+-)Q

That evidence was mentioned by Anti’s team in two lists, one written in 
Egypt for the #&0$&!* at the end of the campaign of 193118, while the other 
H&)%.,03,) (%1#%_'/+%2+0) 4-%-,*%/2 +*%5*)/%(+)34&#%&-/ *%/2 +*%&**+d&4%+'%b/&4#Q

«Materiali di un laboratorio di smalti. / Vennero tutti raccolti all’interno 
del peribolo sotto il pavimento rialzato di un locale che in epoca romana era 
stato trasformato in deipneterion, cioè in sala per banchetti rituali dei sacer-
doti. Che si tratti di un vero e proprio laboratorio è provato dalla presenza di 
attrezzi, forme, materia grezza e dal fatto che in un piccolo ambiente vicino 
esisteva un fornello fornito di lunghissima canna e quindi ad alto tiraggio. 
f)),%(,.60 '/&%.2 % '/*,%+4%)&'/6&*+,%&..&'/,%&"4+% (+5.+%(+%.64/,%d+d d&',%

oltre i sacerdoti quanti erano utili o interessati alla vita del santuario, ope-
rai e artisti di ogni genere. / nn. d’inv. 340-349. Forme in terra refrattaria o 
+'%.&4.&* %3 *% 4 0 '/+%&%)0&4/,%5"6*&/+%{"&01 $%.,*'&$%.,*,'&$%" *,"4+5.+$%

etc.) / nn. d’inv. Crogiuoli piatti in terra refrattaria per la fusione della pasta 
vitrea. / n. d’inv. 352 Frammento di modello in gesso rappresentante il disco 
solare alato. Serviva per preparare gli elementi a smalto necessari a decorare 
analogo motivo in legno. / n. d’inv. 362. Frammento di modello in gesso in 
forma di cornice a gola, d’uso uguale al precedente. / nn. 355 e 356. Spatola 
e pestello in bronzo per la macinatura e la mesticazione delle polveri. / nn. 
|[Z% %|[iQ%l6 %3 )+%+'%1&)&4/,%}%''Q%~)+.Q�%f4 0 '/+%&%)0&4/,%5"6*&/+%(&%) *d+* %

17 NQ%l?A``A% O%9Q%g?``TE?>�sT% O%oQ%t;EAm?::A% O% bQ%_Ex?:TET% O%NQ%LA:TE$ _@*+#0*(
'*,,Q%'$*0'4(.*,( -&'$?&0%4(g( -$&$4( $04C&$4( %,(+&$*0%&,*(.%(?'( ,&>40&$40%4(.%( -+&,$%( 34,40&$%(
h`1(,43&,%YY&Y%4'*(*(-$?.%4(.%(?'Q4i3%'&($4,*+&%3&(#*0(%'$&0-%, «8$$%(.*,(j40:-<4#1(W40?-G(
C%-%4'%(.&,,Q&,$4(.*,,4(-#&Y%4(&03<*4,4!%34», Padova forthcoming.

18 IVSLA, Anti’s archive, folder 8, dossier 1, n. 1.
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per l’intarsio di mobili. / nn. [sic.] Elementi a smalto decorati da servire per 
4F+'/&*)+,%(+%0,1+4+%}%''Q%~)+.Q�%9&03+,'&*+,%( 44&%0&/ *+&%3*+0&%{d /*,%54&/,%

di vari colori), usata per la preparazione degli smalti a mosaico. / n. 363. Ta-
voletta in legno intarsiata a smalto, esempio dei lavori che si eseguivano nel 
laboratorio. M. 0,21x0,125. In alto il disco solare alato (cfr. il modello n. 352) 
e sotto una striscia di stele bianche in campo azzurro (cfr. il n. [sic] tra gli ele-
menti decorativi). / Sotto il Faraone seguito dalla Regina, adora Harpocrates 
e la dea Hathor. / n. d’inv. 425. Thoeris…» (IVSLA, Anti’s archive, folder  
n. 6, dossier n. III, n. 4).

b'%1,/2%/2 %3&3 *)$%/2 %5'()%2&(%&%3*,3 *%'601 *%,-% 7.&d&/+,'$%),%+/%+)

possible to connect them with the ones shown by some photographs (Fig. 6), 
in which the exact correspondence is reported19. 

The method used by Anti to identify the objects, through the use of lists, 
with the number of excavation and photos was useful to keep a memory of 
/2 % +/ 0)% /*&. (% (6*+'"% /2 % 5 4(% &'(% /,% .,'' ./% /2 0% /,% /2 +*% ,*+"+'&4% 4,-
cation, because just after the arrival in Italy of the boxes with the material 
from Tebtynis, the exact correspondence between numbers and boxes was 
lost, following what was reported to Anti by Bagnani in 1932. The boxes were 
signed, but the markers were a lot and it was not quite simple to identify the 
,' )%)+"' (%1#%_'/+F)%/ &0%,'%/2 %5 4(%H+/2%/2 %,' )%* 4&/ (%/,%/2 %)2+30 '/%

of the material.
«10/06/32/6 via Pompeo Magno/ Caro Professore, / Grazie della sua let-

tera e dell’assegno che ho ricevuto oggi come pure in questi giorni ho ri-
. d6/,% 4Ff'" 41&.2% % 4 %-,/,"*&5 $%.,03* )&%�6 44&%(+%o / )6.2,)Q% }%j,$%(+%

capitelli, ne sono riuscito a trovare solo 6 ma ci riguarderò. Il guaio è che 
tra spedizionieri, dogane, musei e altri impicci quelle benedette casse hanno 
tanti numeri che sembrano delle tavole Pitagoriche! E di conseguenza non si 
3,)),',%+( '/+5.&* %)644&%)6&%4+)/&Q%b'%,"'+%0,(,%�6&'(,% )3,**�%"4+%,"" //+%

del laboratorio farò una revisione di tutto quanto. Avverto che le casse sono in 
.,'(+8+,'+%&11&)/&'8&%3+ /,) e%)+%)-&).+&',%(&%)W�U%{bVj@_$%_'/+F)%&*.2+d $%

folder 9, n. 53).
After many years, using the same documentation, it is possible to recognize, 

as Bagnani did, the objects from the workshop in the collection of the Museo 

19%�2 %)&0 %5'()%H * %)2,H'%&4),%+'%),0 %3+./6* )%3* ) *d (%+'%g&"'&'+F)%&*.2+d $%)  %

g?xx %'=0&.
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Egizio di Torino20. 
_'/+F)%(,.60 '/&/+,'$%.* &/ (%,'%/2 %5 4(%&'(%&-/ *%/2 % 7.&d&/+,')%H+/2%

a very strict method, was thought to be used and implemented by all his team 
&'(%+'%3&*/+.64&*%1#%N+41 */%g&"'&'+$%2+)%3&*/' *%,'%/2 %5 4(Q%b/%&44,H)%/,(&#%

/,%* d+ H%/2 %).2,4&*F)%5*)/%+'/ *3* /&/+,'%,-%/2 %)/*6./6* %h\%+'%/2 %temenos 
of the temple of Soknebtynis, thanks to the new investigations on the glass 
materials found in Tebtynis21.

G. D.

Looking at Tebtynis glass through the eyes of Gilbert Bagnani

l6*+'"%2+)%5*)/%) &),'%+'%hi|h% 7.&d&/+'"%&/%� 1/#'+)%H+/2%9&*4,%_'/+$%

Gilbert Bagnani wrote letters every week to his wife, Stewart Bagnani, and to 
his mother, Florence Dewar Bagnani, both living in Rome22.

In his letters, Bagnani lists the artifacts found within building 17, which 
2 %( 5' )%&)%&%�* &44#%1+"�%(+).,d *#Q%G,/%,'4#%(, )%2 %"+d %&'%&..,6'/%,-%

20%�2 %+( '/+5.&/+,'%,-%/2 %,1� ./)%-,6'(%1#%_'/+%&'(%g&"'&'+%+'%� 1/#'+)%+)%/2 %)61� ./%

of a joint project, followed by the University of Padova (P. Zanovello) and the Museo Egizio 
di Torino (C. Greco, A. Fassone), realized by G. Deotto.

21%q'%/2 %&'&4#)+)%,-%/2 %,1� ./)%-,6'(%1#%_'/+%&'(%&%5*)/%(+).6))+,'%,'%/2 +*%3,))+14 %

use, see g?``TE?>�sT %'=0&. The research is part of C. Bettineschi’s PhD project supervised 
by G. Molin, I. Angelini, P. Zanovello and entitled 803<&*4+*$0%3(-$?."(4=( !"#$%&'(C%$0*4?-(
+&$*0%&,-(=04+()*>$"'%-1(%'$*!0&$%4'(4=(&'&,"$%3&,(&'.(&03<&*4,4!%3&,(.&$&.

22 Stewart’s letters are in the archives at Trent University, Peterborough, Ontario, and 
Florence’s letters are in the archives of the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) in Toronto. We are 
"*&/ -64%/,%/2 %_*.2+d+)/)%�,(+%_,c+%&'(%@&**#%o-&K%* )3 ./+d 4#%-,*%3 *0+))+,'%/,%3614+)2%

the following extracts. For a general overview on Bagnani’s archives refer to D. J. I. g?xx, 
)<*(7&'&.%&'()*>$?'%-(74''*3$%4'(&$()0*'$(K'%C*0-%$", «Echos du Monde Classique», XLII 
(1998), pp. 385-405; D. J. I. g?xx, _S$(j&-(k4'.*0=?,G(J?0(6*$?0'(%'($<*(d&0:'*--(j%$<(TTT(
$<*(L&-:*$-(4=(/&#"0%l`1(/&#"0?-(O%'.-(&$()*>$?'%-(=04+($<*(L&!'&'%(803<%C*-G(ZfbZ5Zfbm, 
«Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists», XXXV (1998), pp. 185-210; D. J. I. 
g?xx, 20**3*(Zf]Z5Zf][(%'($<*(L&!'&'%(803<%C*-, «Scripta Mediterranea», XXIII (2002), 
pp. 55-81; TQ%g<?EETExv?=?<%O%lQ%�Q%bQ%g?xx, 6*34'-$0?3$%'!()*>$?'%-1(8--*+>,%'!(&(@%$*(
U4.*,(K-%'!(803<%C*.(8*0%&,(/<4$4!0&#<", «d%!%$&,(d%-34C*0"T( E#,40%'!(A*j(O04'$%*0-(%'(
W?+&'(W*0%$&!*T(788]^^mT(74+#?$*0(8##,%3&$%4'-(&'.(n?&'$%$&$%C*(U*$<4.-(%'(803<&*4,45
!"», edited by �Q%�Q%9:;<�%O%fQ%LQ%p;x?>v?T>`?<, Budapest 2007, pp. 338-343; t;EAm?::A%
*$T(&,T, B43&$%4'(4=($<*(d*#4-%$(4=(/&#"0% cit. and related bibliography.
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the tools and inlaid objects unearthed there, but also proposes his preliminary 
hypotheses about the function of the structure and the materials, which are 
well worth considering now since they agree with what is emerging from the 
revision of the archaeological data.

«We then went back to the camp and Anti took [Director-General Pierre] 
@&.&6%(,H'%/,%)  % /2 %)/6K% +'% /2 %)/,* *,,0Q%b'%,' %,-% /2 %2,6) )%2 %2&(%

found a picture with its frame, unfortunately not in a good state of preserva-
tion, but always [sic] a piece of the greatest importance. Then in his tent he 
)2,H (%3&*/%,-%&%* &44#%1+"%5'(Q%fd+( '/4#%/2 %3+4"*+0)%,-% /2&/%(&#%+')/ &(%

of getting oleographs and such like things, bought at the temple little sacred 
3+./6* )%(,' %,'% )/6.., (%H,,( '% /&14 /)%H+/2% /2 %5"6* )% +'4&# (% ~)+.�% +'%

coloured glass pastes. We have one of these pictures fairly complete and a 
number of fragments of pastes of the others, some perfectly lovely. The place 
where we found them must have been the dump of the shop that manufactures 
/2 0%)+'. %H %2&d %-,6'(%&%'601 *%,-%/2 %5* O.4&#%0,64()$%.2+) 4)$%)/,' )%

for the drills, lumps of pitch and molten glass, and a whole lot of other things» 

(Wednesday 4 March 1931 to Stewart Bagnani, at Trent University).
g&"'&'+F)% & )/2 /+.% &33* .+&/+,'% &'(% ).+ '/+5.%  '/26)+&)0% /,H&*()% /2 %

glass inlays discovered in Tebtynis is apparent from various other extracts of 
his letters.

«This is the last week of the dig, and the funny part is that we have started 
5'(+'"%&%. */&+'%'601 *%,-%�6+/ %+'/ * )/+'"%/2+'")e%&%d *#%'+. %3+ . %,-%H,,(%

with a seated god on it in gilt and glass inlay, and three pieces of limestone 
with drawings on them, also a certain number of papyri, but not in very good 
condition» (Monday 4 April 1932 to Florence Bagnani, at the AGO).

z�2 %)/6K%+)%3 *- ./4#%4,d 4#Q%_44%o/,4 0&+.%"4&))%3&)/ )%-,*%+'4&#)$%/2 %

men red the women a heavenly blue, and the [clothes] all the most wonderful 
.,4,6*)Q%j,0 %,-%/2 %3* //+ )/%)/6K%b%2&d %)  '%-,*%4,'"%/+0 Q%q-%.,6*) %/2 %

worst of it is that most of it is going to be nabbed by the Museum which is not 
rich in pieces of that kind» (Wednesday 4 March 1931 to Florence Bagnani, 
at the AGO).

Here, Bagnani is referring to the #&0$&!*, a system by which excavat-
ed artifacts were divided between Egypt and the international archae-
ological missions during the early XXth century. The law was enacted in 
1924 following the exceptional discovery of the Tutankhamen tomb and  
stated that all Egyptian antiquities were owned by the local government which,  
however, could agree to return those which were not necessary for implementing  
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national collections to the foreign excavation teams23. As for the Tebtynis 
inlays, Rondot24%* .,"'+8 (%),0 %,-%/2 %5'()%3* ) '/%,'%/2 %hi|h%3+./6* )%&/%

the MSA in the storage depots of the Cairo Museum. Contrary to Bagnani’s 
prediction, the framed glass inlays were allowed to be sent to Rome, and are 
now on display in Turin. 

In February - March, 1933, the Italian royal family paid a state visit to 
Egypt. The usual tourists’ itinerary was altered so that the Italian excava-
tions at Tebtynis in the Fayum could be included in their visit on March 6. 
Moreover, while touring the Cairo Museum, they were to be shown one of 
the glass inlay heads. This is probably the same the head of which Gilbert’s 
wife Stewart painted a watercolor after her arrival in Egypt in 1932. Again, 
this highlights the huge interest and consideration reserved for the inlays un-
earthed within the sanctuary, two years after their discovery.

zq'%L,'(&#%~XY�%b%H&)%&/%/2 %L6) 60%&/%Z%�%H '/%*,6'(%H+/2%@&.&6%�%

f'" 41&.2%57+'"%63%&44%/2 %( /&+4)%,-%/2 %3*,"*&00 %~-,*%/2 %63.,0+'"%*,#&4%

/,6*%/2&/%H  c�Q%�2 #%2&(%",/%/2 +*%4+//4 %"4&))%3&)/ %2 &(%/2&/%H %-,6'(%�%36/%

it in a place of honour on a black background, very attractive, very decent 
thing to do» (Friday 24 February 1933 to Florence Bagnani, at the AGO).

I. B.

To be or not to be (a workshop), that is the question

Thanks to the study of Anti’s archival documents, Deotto and colleagues25 
2&d %* . '/4#%+( '/+5 (%+'%*,,0)%h\%l%&'(%f%/2 %4,.&/+,'%,-%/2 %o/,4 0&+.%+'-
lay workshop uncovered by Carlo Anti during the 1931 campaign in Tebtynis.

�2 %H,*c)2,3%H&)%) /% +'% /2 %5*)/%.,6*/#&*(%,-% /2 % / 034 26, in a building 
later transformed into a Roman .*%#'*$*0%4'. The location and type of vitreous 
0&/ *+&4)% (+).,d * (% 5'(% /2 +*% .4,) )/% .,03&*+),'% +'% j,c',3&+,6% G ),)$% 

23 A. j`?m?E>AE, 80$*=&3$-( 4=( *E3&C&$%4'1( $<*( L0%$%-<( 34,,*3$%4'( &'.( .%-$0%>?$%4'( 4=(
 !"#$%&'(e'.-($4(+?-*?+-G(Zoo^(5(ZfZ\, «Journal of the History of Collections», XXVI/1 
(2014), pp. 89-102.

24 V. PAEBA ,̀ B*()*+#,*(.*(@4:'*>$"'%-(*$(-4'(.04+4-, Le Caire 2004.
25 l?A``A%O%g?``TE?>�sT%O%t;EAm?::A%O%_Ex?:TET% O%LA:TE$ @*+#0*('*,,Q%'$*0'4(.*,(

santuario cit.
26 PAEBA $̀ op. cit.; l?A``AG(op. cit.
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excavated since 2001 by the University of Lecce27. The archaeological ex-
pedition there discovered a concentration of evidence for manufacture, such 
&)%) 0+O5'+)2 (%3*,(6./)%&'(%"4&))%H&)/ )$%&'(%-*&"0 '/)%,-%+'4&+(%H,,( '%

furniture within layers dating back to the Late Antiquity inside the temenos of 
/2 %/ 034 %{&'(%)3 .+5.&44#%H+/2+'%*,,0%f$%+'%/2 %5*)/%.,6*/#&*(JQ%p,H d *$%

the chronology of inlays and wooden fragments refers to the III century BC; 
Cervi28 has therefore speculated that such furnishings were stored for a long 
/+0 %&-/ *%(+)3,)&4%1 .&6) %,-%/2 +*%* 4+"+,6)%)+"'+5.&'. %,*%/2&/%*,,0%f%H&)%

originally intended as a warehouse and spare inlays were kept there for main-
tenance after the closure of the workshop that had produced them.

�2+)%+'/ *3* /&/+,'%*&+) )%(,61/)%,'%/2 %*,4 %,-%)/*6./6* %h\%&)%&'% K .-
tive workshop and prompts for a comprehensive review of the archaeological 
evidence found in Tebtynis in order to understand the real function of the 
investigated spaces. Our archival data, in fact, show certain limitations: the 
documentation does not always clearly distinguish the phases or functions 
,-%/2 %(+K * '/%&* &)$%/2 %32,/,"*&32)%(,%',/%,K *%&'%,d *d+ H%,-%/2 %+'' *%

*,,0)%,-% /2 %H,*c)2,3%&'(% )3 .+5.%5'(+'"% 4,.&/+,')% &* %"+d '%,'4#% -,*% &%

- H%3&*/+.64&*4#%)+"'+5.&'/%0&/ *+&4)%{.-Q(-?#0&). Finally, the temple has not 
been excavated systematically since 1936 and most of the structures have 
now been lost (at the hands of -*>p:<%' or antiquities hunters) or were buried 
again under the sand29Q%�2 %,33,*/6'+/#%/,%+'d )/+"&/ %/2 %.,44 ./+,'%,-%5'(+'")%

from Tebtynis preserved in the Egyptian Museum in Turin was indeed crucial 
to solve the issue.

We believe, therefore, that a methodological perspective is needed: for 
/2+)%* &),'$%H %H+44%5*)/%-,.6)%,'%( 5'+'"%/2 %- &/6* )%/2&/%.&'%.,'/*+16/ %/,%

characterize a production context. Taking up and reassessing the elements 
mentioned by Mannoni and Giannichedda30, we will examine the meaning 
&'(%/2 %3* ) '. %,-e%&J%57 (%3#*,O/ .2',4,"+.&4%+')/&44&/+,')n%1J%+')/*60 '/)%

27 A comprehensive edition of the excavations is published in M. 9;w;>>A%- P. l;mA:T, 
@4:'4#&%4?(A*-4-(/04q*3$G(S(M]^^b5]^^fN, «Biblioteca di studi di egittologia e di papirolo-
gia» 9, Pisa-Roma 2012.

28 A. 9?<mT, BQ&00*.4(,%!'*4(.*,($*+#%4(.%(@4:'4#&%4-, «@4:'4#&%4?(A*-4-(/04q*3$» cit., 
pp. 269-314.

29 PAEBA ,̀ op. cit., conducted a series of surveys within the temple trying to identify the 
structures excavated by Carlo Anti and his team, but he could not locate with certainty the 
glass workshop, nor other productive contexts.

30 �Q%L;EEAET%O%fQ%NT;EET�s?BB;G(803<*4,4!%&(.*,,&(#04.?Y%4'*, Torino 1996.
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&'(%/,,4)n%.J%3*,(6./+,'% d+( '. %{ Q"Q%) 0+O5'+)2 (%,1� ./)$%(*,34 /)%&'(%3*,-
. ))%H&)/ )Jn%(J%*&H%0&/ *+&4)n% J%/*&. )%+'%/2 %)/*&/+5.&/+,'n%-J%5'+)2 (%3*,(6./)Q

&J �2 %3* ) '. %,-%3#*,O/ .2',4,"+.&4%+')/&44&/+,')%+)%( 5'+/ 4#%/2 %)&- )/%+'-
dicator for the location of production activities. Anti recalls the existence in room 
17 D of a «fornello fornito di lunghissima canna e quindi ad alto tiraggio» (a kiln 
with long chimney and thus with high draught)31. The examination of the archives 
allowed Deotto and colleagues32 to identify a photograph of what is likely to be 
+'/ *3* / (%&)%/2 %,3 '+'"%,-%/2 %5* %.2&01 *%{u+"Q%[JQ%�2 %.&3/+,'%,'%/2 %1&.c%,-%

the image describes it as «il fornello del .*%#'*$*0%4'», that means the kiln of the 
.*%#'*$*0%4'. It is, perhaps, possible to identify the furnace in the quadrangular 
structure located on Franco’s map along the eastern wall of 17 D; that structure is 
also characterized by a small appendix embedded in the wall, which can possibly 
be interpreted as the chimney used to regulate the draft that Anti was referring to 
in his notes. The dimension of the combustion chamber measures approximately 
65-80 cm per side; these values conform to those of a secondary workshop for 
glass-working and do not agree with a primary production center33.

j2&3 %&'(%)+8 %5'(%&'%&..6*&/ %.,03&*+),'%+'%I&*'&c$%H2 * %/2 %0+))+,'%

,-%/2 %g*,,c4#'%L6) 60%+( '/+5 (%&%3#*,O/ .2',4,"+.&4%+')/&44&/+,'%+'%/2 %&* &%

1 /H  '%/2 %5*)/%3#4,'%,-%L6/F)%/ 034 %&'(%/2 %),O.&44 (%/ 034 %_34. The excava-
tions unearthed the remains of a furnace dating back to the Ptolemaic period; the 
structure was preserved only in a foundation after a functional transformation of 
the area in Roman times (I-II cent. AD). However, ashes, coal, baked bricks and 
fragments of burnt clay with metal debris and glass wastes were also found in the 
area. Furthermore, investigations have discovered a jar containing traces of blue 
3+"0 '/%&'(%5d %/ **&.,//&%0,4()%,-%/2 %/#3 %c',H'%-,*%/2 %3*,(6./+,'%,-%+'4&#)Q

31 t;EAm?::A%O%l?A``AG(7&0,4(8'$%(&()*>$"'%- cit.
32 See l?A``A%O%g?``TE?>�sT%O%t;EAm?::A%O%_Ex?:TET%O%LA:TE$%@*+#0*('*,,Q%'$*0'4(

.*,(-&'$?&0%4 cit.
33 Simplifying, the manufacture of glass artifacts can be described as a two-steps pro-

cess: in primary workshops glass is produced from its raw materials, while in secondary 
workshops glass is heated and shaped into objects. As for the structure and the size of the 
primary furnaces in Graeco-Roman Egypt see M. D. G?EE;, /0%+&0"(!,&--(j40:-<4#-(%'(
20&*34564+&'( !"#$1(#0*,%+%'&0"(0*#40$(4'($<*(*E3&C&$%4'-(4=($<*(-%$*(4=(L*'%(@&,&+&G(k&.%(
A&$0?'(M]^^bG(]^^\5fN, «2,&--(4=($<*(64+&'(k40,.», edited by �Q%g;=:?=%O%bQ%u<??>`AE?%O% 
9Q �;��>AE$ Oxford 2015, pp. 1-22 and related bibliography.

34 R. u;aaTET, 6*#40$(4'($<*(L044:,"'(U?-*?+Q-(]^Z^(@*&-4'(4=(O%*,.j40:(&$($<*(/0*5
3%'3$(4=($<*(24..*--(U?$(&$(@4?$<(9&0'&:, unpublished preliminary report 2008 (website: 
https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/features/mut/uploads/Preliminary_Report_2008.pdf).
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b) Anti’s excavations brought to light several types of instruments. A selection
of tools from the workshop, including domed weights, stone and terracotta molds, 
chisels, pestles and plaster models are registered in a historic photograph (Fig. 6) 
taken soon after the discovery35. The objects themselves were partly recognized 
in the storage depots of the Egyptian Museum in Turin and are now under study.

c) Among the more than 800 inlays from Tebtynis preserved at the Egyp-
tian Museum of Turin, we could identify various types of manufacture evidences 
)6.2%&)%H&)/ )%&'(%) 0+O5'+)2 (%3*,(6./)%{"4&))%4603)$%*,()%&'(%1&*)$%),0 /+0 )%

H+/2%3+'. *)%0&*c)JQ%L,* ,d *$%H %.,64(%* .,')/*6./%/2 %(+K * '/%)/ 3O1#O)/ 3%

modeling processes involved in the assembling of a series of intermediate ele-
ments36. It must, however, be considered that not all manufacture evidences have 
the same value and meaning for interpretative purposes, both qualitatively and 
�6&'/+/&/+d 4#Q%b'%-&./$%&%- H%H&)/ )%&'(%(*,34 /)%0&#%1 %)6!.+ '/%/,%+( '/+-#%&%

craft area, while, for example, the presence of glass ingots may not, since they 
could be placed in the foundation deposits of the temples or even traded over long 
distances37.

(J _0,'"% /2 % ) 0+O5'+)2 (%&'(% *&H%0&/ *+&4)%6) (% +'% /2 %H,*c)2,3$%H 

+( '/+5 (%&%4603%,-%146 %"4&))%&'(%&%0&))%,-%,*"&'+.%0&/ *+&4%/2&/%H&)%6) (%&)%

glue38Q%�*&. )%,-%&%)+0+4&*%)61)/&'. %H * %-,6'(%,'%/2 %1&.c%,-%5'+)2 (%+'4&#)%&'(%

in the hollows of wooden furniture.
e) Obviously, it is not possible to address the complex problem of strati-

graphic interpretation relying on archival data without any ground feedback. 
However, it should be emphasized that Anti mentions the presence of a layer 
rich in ashes and coals just below the benches of the .*%#'*$*0%4' in room 17 B39.

35%_% .,3#% ,-% /2 % )&0 % +0&" % H+/2,6/% /2 % 2&'(H*+// '% * - * '. % '601 *)% H&)% 5*)/% 
published in t;EAm?::A%O%l?A``A$%7&0,4(8'$%(&()*>$"'%- cit.

36 Preliminary data were presented in a poster at the International Symposium on Ar-
chaeometry (ISA), see: CQ%g?``TE?>�sT%O%bQ%_Ex?:TET%O%NQ%LA:TE%O%oQ%t;EAm?::A%O%_Q%u;>-
>AE?%O%9Q%N<?�A,  !"#$%&'(2,&--(S',&"-(=04+()*>$"'%-(j40:-<4#1(e0-$(-$*#-(4=($<*(0*-*&03<, 
«ISA - Book of Abstracts», Kalamata 2016, p. 215.

37 This is known as early as the Bronze Age, during the Egyptian New Kingdom. See, 
for example, the discovery of Uluburun shipwreck, which was carrying ca. 175 ingots of 
colored glass as mentioned in G. F. g;>>, 8(L04'Y*(8!*(@<%#j0*3:(&$(K,?(L?0?'(M9&rN1(Zfo[(
7&+#&%!', «American Journal of Archaeology», XC/3 (1986), pp. 269-296.

38 uQ%jT:m;EA%O%fQ%PTr?�sTET, 8.*-%C%(*(34,,&'$%('*,,Q !%$$4($&0.4(64+&'4, «EVO» XXX-
VII (2014), pp. 123-131.

39 The original text is reported in l?A``A%O%g?``TE?>�sT%O%t;EAm?::A%O%_Ex?:TET%O%LA-
:TE, @*+#0*('*,,Q%'$*0'4(.*,(-&'$?&0%4 cit.
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f) Finished products, including the famous «tavoletta intarsiata a smalto con
il faraone adorante le divinità» (tablet inlaid in glass with the pharaoh worshiping 
the gods)40 on display in Turin, have already been reported numerous times in the 
literature41 and, therefore, will not be discussed in detail here.

All these elements contribute to the characterization of structure 17 as a 
production space and, in particular, a workshop for the production of wooden fur-
'+/6* %+'4&+(%H+/2%"4&))Q%�2 % K ./+d %+( '/+5.&/+,'%,-%&%"4&))OH,*c+'"%H,*c)2,3%,-%

Ptolemaic age is extremely interesting, because the number of such contexts known 
for this period is relatively small42Q%_0,'"%/2 %0,)/%)+"'+5.&'/$%H %.&'%.+/ %N60&+-
yima in the northeastern Delta43, Dyonisias on the western side of Lake Qarun44, 
‘Ayn Manawir in the oasis of Kharga45 and, of course, Karnak and Soknopaiou 
Nesos, as previously stated.

In order to reconstruct the production processes used in the Tebtynis workshop, 
an archaeological approach exclusively based on typological and stylistic studies 
(, )%',/%&33 &*%/,%1 %)6!.+ '/Q%u*,0%/2 %+.,',"*&32+.&4%3,+'/%,-%d+ H$%&4/2,6"2%

craft scenes are relatively frequent in Egyptian funerary representations (either in 
clay models, paintings or reliefs), neither in this nor in the previous periods do we 

40 C. _E`T, 2,%(-3&C%(.*,,&(+%--%4'*(&03<*4,4!%3&(%$&,%&'&(&(K++(*,(L0*%!<&$(M)*>$?'%-N, 
«Aegyptus» XI (1931), pp. 389-391.

41 Among others fQ%V;:a, S$&,%&'(*E3&C&$%4'-(&$()*>$"'%-(Zfb^5Zfb\1($<*(4>q*3$-(&$( !"#5
$%&'(U?-*?+G()40%'4, «/043**.%'!-(4=($<*(;S(S'$*0'&$%4'&,(74'!0*--(4=( !"#$4,4!"», I, Torino 
1992, pp. 625-628; M. D. G?EE;$ B*-(&0$%-&'&$-(.?(C*00*(*$(.*(,&(=&s*'3*T()0&.%$%4'(*$(0*'4?C*,5
,*+*'$(.&'-(,QF!"#$*(!0D34504+&%'*, «BQ8##40$(.*(,QF!"#$*(R ,Q<%-$4%0*(.*-($*3<'%H?*-t, edited 
by D. L??�> - BQ%L;̀ sT?S%O%LQ%�T>>;, Le Caire 2015a, pp. 185-206; M. D. G?EE;$%BQ80$%-&'&$(
.*(,Q%'30?-$&$%4'(*'(F!"#$*(*$(R(64+e, «B*-(;*00*-(&'$%H?*-(.?(U?-D*(.?(B4?C0*(SSS1(#&0?0*-G( 
%'-$0?+*'$-(*$(D,D+*'$-(.Q%'30?-$&$%4'», Paris 2011, pp. 350-353;%LQ%lQ%G?EE;G(B*-(F,D+*'$-(
.Q%'30?-$&$%4'1(?'*(%'.?-$0%*(D!%#$"*''*(.?(C*00*, «8,*--&'.0%&(*(%,(+4'.4(*,,*'%-$%34504+&'4T(
8$$%(.*,(SS(34'!0*--4(%'$*0'&Y%4'&,*(%$&,45*!%Y%&'4», Roma 1995, pp. 377-384.

42 LQ%lQ%G?EE;%O%LQ%oT�AE%O%LQ%VT�s=, 8$*,%*0(#0%+&0%*-(*$(-*34'.&0%*-(*'( !"#$*(R(
,QD#4H?*(!0D34504+&%'*, in B&(04?$*(.?(C*00*T(8$*,%*0-(#0%+&%0*-(*$(-*34'.&%0*-(.?(-*34'.(
+%,,D'&%0*(&CT(uT57T(&?(U4"*'(v!*$%z�*&d&67%( %4&%L&+),'%( %4Fq*+ '/%0W(+/ **&'W 'U%||$ 

Lyon 2000, pp. 97-112.
43 �Q%uQ%o?`<T?%O%uQ%@Q%N<TDDT`s, )&'%-(SS, London: 1887.
44 �Q%jsC;<`a%- H. �T:B, n&-05k&0?'w(d%4'"-%&-, The Cairo 1950.
45 LQ% �S``v;E% O% gQ% gAS>RS?`% O% LQ% 9s;Sm?;S% O% oQ% lT:>% O% jQ% L;<�s;EB% O% 

_Q j�sC?T`a?<%O%@Q%VA:;=$ /0*+%*0(0&##40$(#0D,%+%'&%0*(.*($0&C&?E(-?0(,*(-%$*(.Q8"'(U&5
'&j%0(MJ&-%-(.*(9<&0!&N, «BIFAO», XCVI (1996), pp. 385-451.
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have representations of glass working or glass production46.
Ongoing archaeometric studies are allowing us to combine macroscopic ap-

pearance with chemical, mineralogical and textural data of the samples and are 
therefore particularly important for understanding the processing techniques used47. 
This is helping us to appreciate the natural and technological knowledge of the ar-
tisans involved in the manufacture of glass. Moreover, this approach provides the 
chance to reconstruct trade contacts (both for the provenance of raw materials and 
/2 %(+)/*+16/+,'%,-%5'+)2 (%3*,(6./)J%&'($%64/+0&/ 4#$%/,%1 // *%6'( *)/&'(%/2 %*,4 %,-%
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46 For an overview of New Kingdom burials with craft scenes see P. L;<TET, K'&(-3*5
'&(.%(+*$&,,?0!%&(*(40*e3*0%&(.&,,&($4+>&(UTSTdT8TAT^\(&(d0&(8>?( ,5A&!&, «EVO» XXXVII 
(2014), pp. 89-100. The only representation possibly associated with the manufacture of vitreous 
materials is located in the tomb of Ibi (TT36, XXVI dynasty) and refers to the modeling of 
faience as suggested in P. T. GT�sA:>AE, U&$*0%&,-(&'.()*3<'4,4!", «2%=$-(4=($<*(A%,*1(8'5
3%*'$( !"#$%&'(O&%*'3*», edited by F. D. u<T?Bv;E, London 1998, pp. 50-64.

47 Archaeometric investigations are in progress as part of C. Bettineschi PhD research 
supervised by G. Molin, I. Angelini and P. Zanovello. 
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Fig. 1 - General plan of the temple. 
Building 17 is framed by a black, 
dashed border. Courtesy of MSA.
For details about the map and the di-
gitalization project see _Q%9;<wTE?:-
:T% O%NQ%_aa;:TE% O%NQ%gT:A``T% O%LQ%

9AxA%O%NQ%L;>AE%O%uQ%fQ%o?<SaaA, 
@4:'*>$"'%-1( #,&'%+*$0%&( .%!%$&5
,*(.*,( $*+#%4( *(.*,( -?4(.04+4-, in 
8$$%( .*,( j40:-<4#1( W40?-G( C%-%4'%(
.&,,Q&,$4(.*,,4(-#&Y%4(&03<*4,4!%34, 
Padova forthcoming; A. L?E?x;a-
aT, B&(+&##&(.*,($*+#%4($0&(0*-$&?5
04(*(0%34+#4-%Y%4'*, ivi. 
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Fig. 2 - Detail of building 17 on the general plan in Fig. 1. Tracing by G. Deotto, courtesy 
of MSA.
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u+"Q%|%O%�2 %5*)/%.,6*/#&*(%,-%/2 %j,c' 1/+'+)%/ 034 %4,,c+'"%),6/2Q%q'%/2 %*+"2/%)+( $%/2 %-*,'/%

of building 17 is framed by a black border. Courtesy of MSA.

Fig. 4 - Building 17, front view. Courtesy of MSA.
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Fig. 5 - Detail of the kiln of the .*%#'*$*0%4'. Courtesy of MSA.
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Fig. 6 - 1931 picture showing a selection of tools and instruments found in the inlay work-
shop with handwritten reference numbers. Courtesy of IVSLA.


